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Bronze Plaque 

Bronze memorial plaques are known for their durability and longevity, 

providing a lasting memorial option that will remain for future generations.  

Standard plaque sizes vary by cemetery and memorial site, please speak to a 

customer care consultant to determine the best size for your memorial. 

Classic Designs 

Granite Desks, Blocks & Vases 

Granite Vases 
Available in black, grey & red granite, with a gold, silver or black insert. 

Granite Desks & Blocks 
Some memorial sites allow for a granite block or 

desk installed under plaques. Granite is available 

in a range of sizes, the largest is able to             

accommodate three standard lawn plaques. 

Colours available include black, grey & red. 

Granite pillars are also available for 

some memorials (pictured right) 

Pictured above: Red granite desk & black 

granite vase with gold insert. 

Pictured right: Grey granite block 

Some of our most popular styles 



Aluminium 

Plaques can be cast in aluminium for those who prefer silver tones 

Plaque Borders 

A range of different borders are available for different plaques, varying in size 

and intricacy. 



Further personalisation to memorials can be achieved with the following  

design options. Bronze is a versatile material allowing for many design           

possibilities, even custom images.  

Detachable Plates 
Allowing for a second plate to be added at a later date 

Textured Backgrounds 
Including dandelion & heart design options 

Plaques can be painted a range of different colours. All bronze plaques come 

in a standard dark brown colour unless chosen otherwise. 

 

Coloured Paint 

Emblems are also able to be  painted multiple colours 



Ceramic Photos 
Various sizes available  

Perpetual Flowers & Emblems 
Hand painted bronze casting, many designs available  

Book of Life 
Allowing for a second page to be added at a later date 

Lasting Memories 
Casting photos in bronze 



Designer Range 

Choose from available designs in a range of themes Below are some examples of emblems available on bronze plaques. 

RPCV have hundreds of emblems available. If you would like to see more op-

tions, please contact us. Custom emblems can also be made from photos, 

drawings or art provided. 

*Not all emblems available on all plaques* 

Emblems 

Bass Relief Emblems 

(raised bronze casting) are also        

available in many designs. 

 


